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IF BX IS a CW-space such that its loop space RBX is homotopy equivalent o a finite 
CW-complex, then for all sufficiently large prime numbers p, H*(BX,F,) is a graded poly- 
nomial algebra over F,, with generators in dimensions (2ni). Considerable effort has been devoted to 
the determination f the possibilities for the(2ni). Complete results are available only in the low rank 
cases, e.g. Hubbuck [121, while Clark’s criteria [7] remain the most useful general results. If only one 
prime is considered, the problem is more difficult, and even the classification of the rank two case is 
still incomplete, see however [9,29,22,33] for partial results. 
This work began as a general attack on these problems. It seemed that the best chance to 
obtain a complete classification was to apply some constructive methods, rather than the 
argument by contradiction or special cases typical of most earlier work. This optimism was 
supported by the special nature of all known examples, and by the way in which the Steenrod 
algebra action was exploited in the proof of the Adams-Mahmud theorem[l]. 
The classification of possible H*(BX, F,) ideally would be carried out in two steps. In all 
known examples (the classifying spaces of compact connected Lie groups and the exotic 
classifying spaces of [26, 18,8,28]), there is a common theme. The F,-cohomology of (CP”)” 
appears as a finite integral extension of H*(BX, F,), and the extension is as algebras over the 
Steenrod algebra. This suggests, by analogy with K-theory, that there should be a “splitting 
principle” for such H*(BX, F,). That is, one should be able to embed a polynomial algebra over 
F, with an unstable Steenrod algebra action in the polynomial algebra F,[t,, . . ., t.] on 
two-dimensional generators, at least for large p. The second phase of the program would be to 
classify these embeddings. In particular, if the extensions are Galois, it is known that the Galois 
group must be a finite generalized reflection group of the type studied by Ewing and Clark[8], 
and these possibilities are thus known. 
The second aspect of this program is completely achieved in this paper. Also, some 
interesting conditions which imply the “splitting principle” are discussed. However, the 
question remains open, and hence the classification of possible H*(BX, F,) is still incomplete. 
The majority of this work is devoted to the proof of step two of the program and to some of its 
applications. 
In the following .&, denotes the mod p Steenrod algebra. We prove a slightly more general 
result than is needed: 
THEOREM A. Let C be a graded integral domain with an unstable & action, and assume that 
C is integrally closed in its field of fractions. Let C * F,[t,, . . ., t.] be a separablefinite integral 
extensionofalgebrasover&. Then thereexistsafinitegroup Wwhichactsbygradedautomorphisms 
on Fp[tl.. . ., t,] such that the invariant subalgebra (F,,[t,, . . ., t.])” = C. 
We say that BX has a maximal torus in the sense of Rector if there exist a map 
f: (CT)” + BX such that the homotopy fibre of f is a finite complex and n = the rational rank 
of X. If such an f exists, then the hypotheses of theorem A are fulfilled for f*: H*(BX,F,) 
c, F,lr,, . . ., L] for all sufficiently large primes p. Using the fact that this modp information 
is coherent,one can show that f*: H*(BX, Q) c Q[t,, . . ., t.] is Galois. The Galoisgroup is a finite 
reflection group defined over Q. 
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THEOREM B. Let R be a subring of Q in which only finitely many primes are incertible. If 
(* *) R[x,, . . ., x.]L-, R[t,, . . ., tn] is a finite integral extension of graded rings such that for 
allsuficientlylargeprimesp, the mod p reductions F, [x,, . . ., x_]L F,[t,, . . ., t,]areextensionsof 
algebras over ,pP,. then ( * *) is a Galois extension of rings. 
In 85, the question of which maps between the rational cohomology rings of classifying 
spaces BG and BG’ are realizable by maps between localizations of the spaces is solved. The 
result, originally due to Adams and Mahmud[ I], is that those maps for which the mod p 
reductions are Steenrod operation respecting are realizable: 
THEOREM C [Adams-Mahmud, 11. Let G and G’ be compact connected Lie groups. lf 
cp*: H*(BG’,Q)+H*(BG,Q) is a graded algebra map such that ifs modp reduction cp$ is an 
d,,-map for almost all primes p, then there exists a subring R of Q, in which only finitely many 
primes are invertible, and F: BGR+BGL such that H*(F,Q) = q*. Here BG, denotes the 
localization of BG at R. 
The philosophy behind the proofs of Theorems A, B and C is that H*((CP”)“, F, or R) 
should be regarded as algebraically closed in a certain technical sense. Admitting this, 
Theorems A and B are immediate, since any extension of a ring by an algebraically closed ring 
is Galois. Similarly, the proof of Theorem C is reduced by Adams and Mahmud to the question 
of finding a lifting +* of cp* in the diagram 
H*((B;‘), R) ---zl+ H*(BT, R) 
t 
J J 
H*(BG’, R) --% H*(BG, R) 
Here i and j are induced by maximal tori in G’ and G, respectively. Since i* is an integral 
extension, the existence of a lifting @* would be standard if H*(BT, R) were assumed to be 
algebraically closed. 
The technical results of this paper consist of working out the details to support this 
philosophy. Specifically, in $2 and $3, it is shown that an action of the Steenrod algebra on an 
integral domain extends uniquely to the field of fractions, and to any separable extension of this 
field of fractions. It is shown that F,[t,, . . ., t,] has no nontrivial separable integral extensions 
obtained by adjoining elements which are two-dimensional with respect to the induced Steenrod 
algebra action. The initial proof was ad hoc, but the present proof uses Serre’s characterization 
of the prime homogeneous ideals in F,[t,, . . ., t,] which are stable (invariant) under the 
Steenrod algebra action[31]. In 64 and §5, the integral results are deduced from the solutions at 
almost all primes by the Cebotarev Density Theorem and the Hilbert Irreducibility Theorem. In 
the final section, the “splitting principle” is discussed. The appendix is a short exposition of 
some of the remarkable properties of finite reflection groups, and contains a list of notation and 
conventions. 
The author would like to thank John Ewing for the suggestion that Steenrod algebra actions 
be viewed via differential algebra. S. Shatz and J. Morava also supplied helpful suggestions. 
Finally, the author is grateful to J. F. Adams for explaining the methods of Adams and 
Mahmud[l]. The proof of the Adams-Mahmud Theorem given here is certainly not in- 
dependent of [l], but the author hopes that the alternate viewpoint presented here may be 
helpful to the reader. 
51. ASSOCIATIVE H-SPACES A!!D M.~IIM.4L. TORI 
For the spaces considered in this paper, the terms associative H-space, A,-H-space[21] and 
finite loop space [ 191 will coincide. We will use the definition of Rector [ 191, since the concept of 
a subobject is easily expressed, and the appropriate generalization to various localizations is 
obvious. We present only the basic definitions; for more material, the reader should consult 
Rector [ 191, Wilkerson [27] and Rector and Stasheff [20]. 
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A finite loop space is a pair (X, BX), where X is a finite CW-space of the homotopy type of 
the loop space of BX, fIBX. X is usually suppressed in the notation, and BX is referred to as 
the classifying space of X. If G is a compact Lie group, the Milnor classifying space 
construction demonstrates that (G, BG) is a finite loop space. Note also that if G and H are 
compact Lie groups such that i: H +G is the inclusion of a closed subgroup, then on the level 
of classifying spaces, G/H is the homotopy fibre of Bi: BH +BG. Rector abstracted this 
property in [l% for finite loop spaces: f: BY +BX is called a subgroup inclusion if the 
homotopy theoretic fibre of f is a finite complex. 
One of the goals in the theory of finite loop spaces was to develop a homotopy theoretic 
formulation of the theory of Lie groups. In particular, one would like a nontautological 
characterization of the homotopy types of the compact connected Lie groups in terms of 
classifying spaces. However, it is known that there exist finite loop spaces (X, BX) such that X 
is not homotopy equivalent to any Lie group. Similarly, there are finite loop spaces (X, BX) 
such that X is homotopy equivalent o a Lie group G, but for which BX is not homotopy 
equivalent to BG. Hence some stronger equirement is needed to force a classification theorem 
for the classifying spaces. 
The maximal torus and associated root systems play the dominant role in the standard 
classification of semi-simple Lie groups, and efforts in the theory of finite loop spaces have 
centered about the concept of a maximal torus. Recal that if BX is a finite loop space, 
H*(BX,Q) is a polynomial algebra on n generators, where n is the rank of X. We say that a 
subgroup inclusion f: BT” +BX is a maximaf torus in the sense of Rector. Here BT” = 
(CP”)” = K(Q Z, 2). Rector continued the analogy by defining a Weyl group of X relative to f, 
Wcf, X), as the group of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences of BT” which commute 
up to homotopy with f. This definition agrees up to isomorphism with the classical definition in 
case BX = BG for G a compact connected Lie group and f induced by the inclusion of a 
maximal torus. A key fact relating the Weyl group to the homotopy theory of BG is given by 
the Theorem of Borel: 
PROPOSITION 1.1.[4]. lf G is a compact connected Lie group with maximal torus i: T” C+ G, 
then Bi: BT” + BG has the properties that (a) H*(Bi, Q) is manic and (b) the Weyl group of G, 
W(G), acts on H*(BT”, Q) and (Bi)*H*(BG, Q) = (H*(BT”, Q))“‘“‘, the int,ariant subalgebra. 
The proof of part (a) of Borel’s Theorem is valid for maximal tori in the sense of Rector [191. 
On the other hand, the validity of part (b) for a maximal torus in the sense of Rector implies 
that BXljN = BGIIN, where N = the order of Wcf, X), and G is some compact connected Lie 
group, Wilkerson[27]. This suggests that the most important fact from Proposition 1.1 is that 
the ring extension (Bi)*H*(BG, Q) C, H*(BT”, Q) is a Galois extension. The usual proof of 
part (b) of 1.1 depends on showing that the Euler characteristic of G/T” is the order of the 
Weyl group W(G). This proof in turn uses the Lefschetz Fixed Point Theorem applied to the 
action of the normalizer N(T”) on G/T”. 
By Theorem B of this paper, we know that if f: BT ” +BX is a maximal torus in the sense 
of Rector, then f*H*(BX, Q) C+ H*(BT”, Q) is a Galois extension of rings. The Galois group, 
denoted W.,,(f), is a finite reflection group defined over Q, and it can be shown that 
H*(BX, F,) = H*(BG, F,) as algebras over &,, for some Lie group G, and for almost all primes 
p. Of course, if one could demonstrate that WalEcf) = W(f, X), one would have the much 
stronger esult that BXIIN = BGIIN [27]. 
A second goal of the classifying space approach to Lie groups is the determination of the 
set of Ax-maps between two compact connected Lie groups, or equivalently, the set of 
homotopy classes of maps between their classifying spaces. It is known that there are Am-maps 
which are not homotopic to homomorphisms[26, 18, 10, 1,30, 131. However, the classification of 
these maps by homotopy class appears very difficult at the present ime. For example, it is not 
known whether all maps of degree one on BS’ are homotopic. 
In the case of maps between Lie groups of equal rank, there was a classification of the 
possibilities arising from etale homotopy[24], at least up to rational homotopy classes of maps. 
The Adams-Mahmud result shows essentially that these are the only maps which occur. There 
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are some finer points to be completed, such as determining exactly which primes for which 
these maps are defined, but one can be hopeful that there will exist a complete catalogue of 
maps between classifying spaces of compact connected Lie groups. 
52. DIFFEREST1.U. ALGEBR-\ A.%D ALGEBRAS OVER 8 
Let $33 denote the free associative algebra over F, generated by the symbols {Pi, for i 
greater than 0). Set P’= Id. 93 is graded by assigning weight iq to Pi, where q = 2(p - 1). The 
Cartan formula AP” = X9”-’ @ Pi extends to an algebra map A: 9 -+ 9 @ 33, and thus (3. A) 
can be considered a graded Hopf algebra. A commutative F,-algebra (A, m) is said to be a 
s-algebra if there is a structure map q: 9 @ A +A such that (A, m, CJ) satisfies the axioms for 
an algebra over an Hopf algebra. If tn and 9 are suppressed from the notation, the requirement 
is that 9”(ab) = ,X9”-‘(a)P’(b) for all n, a and b. 
In the theory of differential algebra, the 9’ are viewed as a family of differential operators. 
and the axioms are stated in an explicit form. see [17]. There is also the assumption that the 
operators commute and in fact form a divided power algebra under composition. We will avoid 
any assumptions on the multiplicative structure for the present, since the results below really 
depend only on the coalgebra structure of 3. The basic results are that there are unique 
extensions of 93-actions for localization and separable extensions. Furthermore, if some graded 
Hopf ideal of relations is valid for the original a-action, it holds for the extended action also. In 
particular, if the Adem relations hold for the original 3-action, they are valid for the extended 
action. 
It is convenient to introduce a total class gp,: A +A[.$1 defined by Ps(a) = X9’“(a)t’. Pp5 is 
an injective ring homorphism. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let S be a nilrltiplicatire subset of the 9-algebra A. There is a unique 
B-algebra structure on S’A extending the action on A. If 1 is a graded Hopf-ideal of 9 such 
that IA = 0. then K’A = 0. 
Proof. If there is an extension to S’A, then 3s(s)?Pp,(x/s) = PC(x) in S-‘A[tl for x in A and 
s in S. Thus P”(x/s) is determined for all n by the action of 93 on A. Conversely, the formula can be 
used to define an extension of the action. 
Notice that any primitive element S of $3 is a derivation on A, so the quotient rule gives that 
9(x/s) = (s9(x) - x~(s))/s*. Thus, if 9A = 0, &!-‘A = 0. We now use the grading of 53. The 
minimal dimensional nonzero elements of I are primitive, and hence annihilate S’A. By 
induction, higher dimensional elements of I are primitive modulo lower degree terms which 
annihilate S’A. Thus the quotient rule again shows that such elements annihilate S’A. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A be a a-algebra and an integral domain. If A’ is a separable algebraic 
extension of A, there is an unique extension of the a-algebra structure on A to the field of 
fractions L of A’. Zf I is a graded Hopf-ideal of 3 such that IA = 0, IL = 0. 
Proof. By 2.1, it suffices to consider the case that A = K, its field of fractions, and L is a 
separable algebraic extension of K. For each b in L, there is an irreducible separable 
polynomial g(x) = C aneix’ with b as a root. g(x) is unique if a0 is required to be 1. If we assume 
there is an extension of the 6X3-action to L, then we have Z 9S(a,-i)(9P,(x))’ = 0 is a separable 
polynomial with root ‘9,(b), such that its reduction module the maximal ideal (5) is g(b). Since 
LlJtD is a complete local ring, there is a unique solution, by Hensel’s lemma. Note that this 
amounts to solving for 9”(b) by recursion, using the Cartan formula. To show that IL = 0, 
notice that for a derivation 9, 9(b) = - (1 $(a,-,)b’)/g’(b), where g’(b) is the formal derivative 
of g(x) evaluated at b. Since g(x) is a separable polynomial, g’(b) # 0, and 4(b) = 0. In- 
duction on degree as in 2.1 then shows that IL = 0. Note that if b is integral over A, 9’<(b) a 
priori is only in A(g’(b)-‘)[&], so the extension to L is necessary in general. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let A be an integral domain orer 3, and L and E separable algebraic 
extensions of A, i: A + L, and j: A + E. Then any u: E + L such that uj = i is a map of 
g-algebras. In particular, if T in L satisfies 3eT = T + TPZ, then each root fJ of the minimal 
. 1 r T * 1 .I.. -..- _-..... r,. . . ;p_c) = fl)PlL fi 
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Let V be a finitely generated vector space over F,, and define F,[V] to be the graded 
symmetric algebra generated by V, where V has grading 2. F,[V] has a B-algebra structure 
specified by 9,(c) = c + r”[ for L’ in V, and extended to F,[ V] by the Cartan formula. For W a 
subspace of V, define 9(W) to be the homogeneous prime ideal generated by W. Such 9(W) 
are invariant, that is, %2(W) = 9(W). A converse is provided by a theorem of Serre[31]: 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf I is an incan'an~ homogeneous prime ideal of F,[V], then I= EC(W) for 
some subspace W of V. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be a f.g. graded connected integral domain over 9 such that A is 
generated by AI, and for a in AZ, PC(a) = a + a”(. Then A = F,[Az] as algebras over W. 
Proof. There is a surjective %I-map cp: F,[A++A. Kernel cp is a homogeneous invariant 
prime ideal, and by 3.1 has the form 9(W) for some subspace W of AZ. But cplAz is manic, so 
W = 0, and q is an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let A be an integrally closed graded integral domain over 2% If A C, F,[ V] 
is a separable finite extension, of 9-algebras there exists a finite group G with an action on V, 
such that A = F[ VI”. That is, rhe extension is a Galois extension. 
Proof. Denote by K and L the fields of fractions of A and F,[V] respectively. There are 
unique a-algebra structures on K and L extending that of A. To show that L/K is a Galois 
extension, it suffices to show that L is the splitting field for a family of separable polynomials 
over K. Let v # 0 be an element of V. There is a separable manic homogeneous polynomial with 
coefficients in A, ft., which is irreducible over K, and which has for a root v. If L’ is a splitting 
field for f., with roots t’, 8,, . . ., fl,, then there is an unique 9 action on L’ extending that on A. 
We have 94(c) = v + ~“5, s,(6) = & + ei”& since there is an automorphism of L’ over A which 
takes v to f3,, and by 2.3, any automorphism of L’ over A is a $%-map. If we adjoin 0, to F,[V] 
we obtain a graded integral domain generated by elements u for which PC(u) = u + ~“5. By 3.2, 
it has the form F,[V’]. However, it is a finite extension of F,[V], and hence V = V’, and Bi is in 
V. In particular, as v ranges over a basis of V, we have that L is a splitting field for Lfti]. Since 
A is integrally closed, the invariants of F,[V] under the action of the Galois group G of L/K 
are precisely A. Finally, since the action of G is through 9-automorphisms, by 3.3, G acts on 
V, and the extension to F,[V] is the induced action on the symmetric algebra. 
COROLLARY 3.4. If A = Fp[x,, . . .,x,1 C, F,[V,l is a finite extension of 93--algebras such that 
[L: K] is not divisible by p, then the Galois group G is a generalized reflection group. Hence the 
dimensions of x, are known. 
Proof. Since the degree of the extension is not divisible by p, it is separable. By 3.3, the 
extension is Galois. Since the invariant subalgebra isa polynomial algebra, Proposition 1 of the 
appendix states that the Galois group is a generalized reflection group. 
%d.THE INTEGRAL CASE 
In this section, we carry out the proof of Theorem B. Recall that we have (* *) 
R[x,, . .., x.1 c, R[r,, . . ., t-1 is an integral extension such that for almost all primes p, the 
mod p reduction of (* *) is an extension of algebras over 9$,. Hence from 3.4, these mod p 
reductions are Galois extensions for almost all primes p. We wish to conclude that (* *) is a 
Galois extension. We first need a number theoretic proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let F(t,, . . ., L), n > 1, be an irreducible homogeneous form n3h co- 
eficients in R a subring of Q, such that F is manic if considered as a polynomial in t,. If 
F(t,, . . ., t,) is a product of linear forms mod p for almost all primes p, then F is a linear form. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If F(t,, . . ., t,) is a nonzero homogeneous fonn with coefficients in R C Q, 
such that F is a product of linear forwts mod p. for almost all primes p, then there exist linear 
forms Li defined over Q, such that F(t,. . . ., t,) = rILi. 
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Proof of 4.2. assuming 4.1. By a linear change of coordinates, we may assume that 
F(t ,, . . ., t,) is manic in 1,. The hypothesis of 4.2 is inherited by each irreducible factor of F. 
Hence 4.1 implies that F is a product of linear forms. 
Proof of 4.1. Let _s = (sZ,. . ., s,) E R”-‘, and define F,(t,) = F(t,, sz,. . ., sn). The Hilbert 
Irreducibility Theorem[l I] or Lang[lS] states that there are infinitely many choices of 3 such 
that Fy(t,) is an irreducible polynomial in t,. By hypothesis, each such F,(t,) factors completely 
mod p, for almost all primes p. A corollary of the Cebotarev Density Theorem [exercise 6.1,5] 
states that any polynomial in Q[t,] which splits completely mod p for almost all primes must 
also split completely over Q. Hence F,(t,), since it is nonzero and irreducible, must be linear. 
Therefore F(t,, . . ., t,) is linear. 
Remark. I learned of the Cebotarev Density Theorem from [l], and of the Hilbert Ir- 
reducibility Theorem from Berstein[3]. Prop. 4.1 is probably a standard result, but the author 
knows of no reference in the literature. However, W. C. Waterhouse independently has 
produced a similar proof (private communication). 
We would now like to proceed in analogy with 93: if t is a two dimensional element of 
R[tl, . . ., t”], we would like to show that each root of the manic irreducible polynomial for t, 
f,(T), is two dimensional with respect to the Steenrod algebra structure, at least for almost all 
primes p. However, for an arbitrary t, it may be the case that f,(T) is reducible for almost all 
primes, and hence 2.3 is not applicable. Hence we must exploit the special nature of the Galois 
extensions to find elements t such that f,(T) is irreducible mod p for almost all primes p. 
REDUCTION 4.3. Zf t E(R[t,, . . ., ?“I)* and degree f,(T) = dim (UK), kshere L and K are the 
respective fields of fractions, then if f,(T) is irreducible mod p for almost all primes p, L is a 
Galois extension of K. 
Proof. We have only to show that f,(T) is a product of linear forms in R[t,, . . ., tn][T]. 
Since the mod p reduction of fi is irreducible, f,(T) is a product of linear forms mod p, by 3.1, 
over F,[t,, . . ., tnl[Tl for almost all primes p. By 4.2, f,(T) is a product of linear forms over 
R[fl, . . ., t,]. 
Now consider the Jacobian of (* *), Ilaxi/at,ll. This is a homogeneous form of dimension 
2 Z (ni - 1). From the appendix, we know that ]]axi/at,j]~rJ = IILi.P over F, for all primes p 
sufficiently large. By 4.2, J = IILi over Q. Let t E (R[ti,. . ., t.])* be such that t is not in union of 
the hyperplanes defined by the duals of the linear forms Li. Then for all sufficiently large primes 
p, the mod p reduction of t, i, is not in the union of the F,-hyperplanes defined by the duals of 
the forms Li.,. Hence i is acted upon freely by the mod p Galois group, W(p). This group has 
order equal to dim (L/K) = IIn,. But the minimal polynomial for i is II(T - _), where the 
product is taken over all w in W(p). Since the minimal polynomial for i must divide the modp 
reduction of f,(T), we have that the degree of f,(T) is divisible by the order of W(p) = Hn, = 
dim [L/K]. By 4.3, L/K is Galois. Since R[x,, . . ., I,] is integrally closed, (* *) is a Galois 
extension of rings. 
65. THE ADAMS-AlAHMUD THEOREM 
If G is a compact connected Lie group with maximal torus T, one has that 
BG ,,N = (BTI W(G)),,N 
where N is the order of W(G). Thus the homotopy type of BG,IN is elementary in the sense 
that it is determined by W(G), a finite group. In particular, given compact connected Lie groups 
G and G’ with maximal tori T and T’ respectively, a map +: BTI,,q + BTl,M compatible with 
the actions of W(G) and W(G’) will induce a map q: BG[I,~ --* BGIIM, where A4 is divisible by 
NN’. Compatible means that for each bv in W(G), there exists a w’ in W(G’) such that 
(Fw = \v’$. The assignment IV’ to w is not a homomorphism in general, but this condition is 
sufficient to induce a map on the orbit space level, (BTIIM)/ W(G) to (BTIIM)/ W(G’), and hence 
between the localizations. 
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Since 4 is determined by H*(+,Q), it is natural to ask how this compatibility condition is 
detected by H*(+,Q). This question was answered by Adams and Mahmud[l], and we 
summarize the result below. 
If 4 is compatible, then the diagram 
BT,,M A BT;,M 
BG,,, 2 BG;,, 
with cp the induced map commutes, and hence the diagram 
H-(8’Q’ H*(BT,Q)- H*(B T’, Q) 
H*(BG, Q) ‘E* - H*(BG', Q) commutes. 
But since i* is a Galois extension, if we compose with w* to obtain w*@ *, this is also an 
extension of the map i*q* and hence differs from @* by an automorphism of H*(BT’, Q) over 
H*(BG’, Q), see Lang [p. 247, 141. But any such automorphism has the form w’*, for some w’ in 
W(G’), so that w*@* = G*w’*. Thus the compatibility of 4 implies the existence of the diagram 
(* * *), and conversely the existence of a commutative diagram (* * *) implies that 4 is 
compatible with the Weyl group actions, up to homotopy. However, since BTM is an 
Eilenberg-MacLane space, we can assume that (F is compatible. 
Now, if we are given a candidate p*: H*(BG’, Q)+ H*(BG, Q), q* is actually defined over 
some subring R of Q in which only finitely many primes are invertible. We assume that NN’ is 
invertible in R, so that cp* is realizable by some 4: BGR + BGI: if and only if cp* fits in a diagram 
such as (* * *). Thus, given cp*, we must produce a 5, such that Cp*j* = i*q*. Clearly, a 
necessary condition on ‘p* is that its mod p reductions, when defined, should be maps over the 
Steenrod algebra. The result of Adams and Mahmud[l] is that this is sufficient: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G and G’ be compact connected Lie groups, and R a subring of Q in which 
only finitely many primes are invertible. If cp*: H*(BG’, R)+ H*(BG, R) is such that the mod p 
reductions ‘p*p are maps ocer A!,, for almost all primes p, then there exists Cp*: H*(BT’, R) + 
H*(BT, R) such that Q*j* = i*q*. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let G(T, t,,.. ., t,) be a homogeneous form in Fp[fl,. . ., t,][T]. If 
Fp[f,. . . ., tn][T] is gitlen the d, structure for which ti and T are two-dimensional, and G is 
manic in T, a necessary and sufficient condition that G factor as a product of linear forms is 
that GIS’G for all i >O. 
Proof of lemma. The necessary condition is clear, since any product of linear forms has this 
property. The sufficient condition is just a restatement of 3.1. One has to observe only that the 
condition that GlB’G is inherited by each irreducible factor of G. Hence by 3.1, each 
irreducible factor is linear. 
Proof of 5.1. Since any element t of H*(BT’, R) satisfies a minimal polynomial over 
H*(BG’, R) say ft, the extension will be obtained by mapping t to some root of p*ft in 
H*(BT, R). It suffices to consider the case that T = G, and i = Id. Now, H*(BG’, R) = 
R[x,, . . .,x,1. and H*(BT’, R) = R[t,. . . ., t.]. We proceed by induction. Assume that cp* has 
been extended to q(i)*: R[x,, . . ., x,]{t,, . . ., ti}+H*(BT, R) and that q(i)* mod p is a & map 
for almost all primes. Here the curly brackets mean that the elements tl,. . ., ti have been 
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adjoined. We seek to find cp(i+ I)* with the same properties. Let ji+,(T) be the minima] 
polynomial of t,+, over the ring R[x,, . . .,x.]{t,, . . ., ~}~z~B(i). Since the extension 
B(Qc- R[t,, . . ., t,] is Galois, f,+,(T) factors as a product of linear forms in R[t,. . ., t-1. By 
5.2 the modp reductions f,+,(T) have the property f,+,lP’fi+,. for s ~0. Since the mod p 
reductions of q(i)* are Sp, maps, the polynomial cp*fi+,(T) in H*(BT, R)[T] also has this last 
property. By 5.2, q*f,+,(T)= II(T- &), where & EH’(BT,R). We now define q(i+ l)* by 
setting cp(i + I)*&+, = 0, and extending to a homomorphism. Since t,+, is mapped to a two- 
dimensional element, q(i + I)* has the property that its mod p reductions are $,-maps for 
almost all primes p. Hence we can continue the induction and obtain +* = q(n)* which will be 
an extension of q*, 
86. A SPLITTING PRINCIPLE 
In view of the strong consequences of the existence of an embedding of CLF,[t,. . . ., t,] 
on the structure of C as a &?&,-algebra, it is worthwhile to investigate the existence of such 
embeddings. We sketch the rudiments below; the details will appear elsewhere. 
If such an embedding exists, then the intersection of a prime homogeneous invariant ideal 9 
of F,[t,, . . ., t,] with C is again a prime homogeneous invariant ideal 3 of C, and 3 is nontrivial 
if and only if 9 is nontrivial. Since F,[t,, . . ., tn] has many invariant prime ideals, for an 
embedding to exist, C must also have an ample supply of invariant prime ideals. By adapting 
the “splitting principle” from K-theory, one can show that this necessary condition is also 
sufficient: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let C be a graded finitely generated integral domain over F, with an 
unstable %$,-action. If c E Cz. is such that PPic/c is a 2i(p - I)-dimensional element of C, and n 
is less than p, then there exists a finite separable integral extension C’ of C such that the induced 
.%$-action on C’ satisfies the unstable conditions, and such that c is the product of two- 
dimensional elements in C’. 
The obvious disadvantage in the application of 6.1 to the embedding problem is that the 
element c must generate an invariant ideal. In all known examples, such elements exist, e.g. the 
nth Chern class in H*(BSU(n),F,). We conjecture that this is always true: 
CONJECTURE 6.2. Let C be a finitely generated integral domain ouer F, with an unstable 
%-action. If p is large compared with the dimension of the generators of C, then either C is 
generated by two-dimensional elements or there exist irreducible elements of dimension greater 
than two which generate invariant homogeneous ideals. 
The embedding problem can also be attacked through p-adic complex K-theory. The 
following conjecture, a weak formulation of the existence of “representations” for an as- 
sociative H-space, would imply the existence of enough invariant prime ideals to apply 6.1 to 
the embedding problem: 
CONJECTURE 6.3. Let BX be a CW-space of finite type such that H*(BX, F,) is a polynomial 
algebra. Then K(BX, 2,) = li_m [BX”, 2, x BUJ is topologically generated by elements which are 
finite dimensional with respect to the hi-operations of K-theory. 
J. F. Adams has pointed out to me that some of the “exotic” classifying spaces for non-Lie 
associative H-space structures on S’ have the interesting property that the integral K-theory 
has no nonzero elements with finite dimensional Chern classes. Thus the use of p-local or 
p-adic K-theory for 6.3 is necessary. 
APPENDIX: FINITE REFLECTION GROUPS OVER F, 
The purpose of this section is to collect some of the basic properties of finite (“generalized”) 
reflection groups which have been used in $3 and $4. In the literature, these properties are 
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proved in the case of characteristic zero. Here, we give the generalization to characteristic p by 
deducing the results from the known results in characteristic zero. 
A finite group W is said to be a reflecrion group if there exists a faithful representation 
p: W + GL( V), where V is a vector space over the characteristic zero field F, such that W has 
a set of generators RI, . . ., R, such that p(Ri) leaves a hyperplane H, of V pointwise fixed. The 
hyperplanes Hj are called reflecting hyperplanes. Properly speaking, we should denote the 
reflection group as (W, p). 
Given a representation (9: G + GL( V), there is an induced action of G on V*, defined as 
g(L)0 = L(q(w)-‘u). This action extends to the symmetric algebra on V, the free commutative 
F-algebra generated by V*. It is convenient here to regard V* as a graded vector space 
concentrated in dimension 2. Hence the symmetric algebra is isomorphic to F[t,, . . ., t,] where 
n = dimF (V). A Theorem of Chevalley [6] or Shephard and Todd [32] states that if (W, p) is a 
reflection group, then the invariant subalgebra of the symmetric algebra is again a polynomial 
algebra. If (F[t,, . . ., t-1)” is regarded as a graded polynomial algebra, then there is a homo- 
geneous algebra basis xl,. . ., x. of degrees 2ni respectively. The order of W is the product IIn,. 
Conversely, Shephard and Todd have shown that if for a finite group and faithful representation 
(G, cp) the invariant subalgebra is a polynomial algebra, then (G, cp) is isomorphic to (W, p) for 
some reflection group (W, p). 
One of the interesting properties of finite reflection groups is that the Jacobian, det (ax,/at,) 
is a product of linear forms cIIZ,“-‘, where ri is the order of the reflection Ri, Zi defines the 
reflecting hyperplane for Ri, and c is a non-zero constant [32,25]. There are explicit formulae 
for the number of elements of W which fix an element u of V, in terms of the hyperplanes in 
which u lies. In particular, if u is not in any of the reflecting hyperplanes, then c is operated on 
freely by W [25]. 
We will now generalize these facts to characteristic p, in the case that p is large compared 
to the order of W: 
PROPOSITION Al. Let W be a finite group and p: W + GL(n, F,) be a faithful representation of 
W. Assume that p is prime to the order of W. Then (W, p) is a reflection group if and only if the 
invariant subalgebra of the symmetric algebra on F,” is a polynomial algebra. 
Proof. We claim that p: W+ GL(n, F,) lifts to a p-adic representation j: W--f GL(n, Z,^). It 
suffices to show that given pI: W + GL(n, Z/p’Z), there is a lifting ps+l to GL(n, Z/p”“Z), since 
GL(n, Z,^) = lim GL(n, Z/p’Z). Let K(s + 1) be the kernel of reduction mod p*. The order of 
K(s + 1) is a power of p. Hence the induced short exact sequence 1 + K(s + l)+ G’+ pS( W)+ 1 
splits as a semi-direct product, by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, e.g. [16]. Thus there is a 
lifting of p,, p,,[: W + G’ C GL(n, Z/p ‘+‘Z). 
Now the invariant subalgebra of Z,^[t,, . . ., t,] is a polynomial algebra if and only if its reduction 
mod p is a polynomial algebra over F, Since p is prime to the order of W, the 
reduction modp of the invariants are exactly the F,-invariants. Thus the theorem for charac- 
teristic zero implies that (W,i) is a finite reflection group. 
Ewing and Clark@] have given an elegant classification of the irreducible finite reflection 
groups on F,-vector spaces, working from the tables of Shephard and Todd for C-reflection 
groups [32]. 
PROPOSITION A2. Let W be a finite reflection group on Fpn, and, assuming p is prime to the 
order of W, let F,[x, ,..., x.]C-*F,[t,,. . ., t.] be the inclusion of the incariant subalgebra. 
Then the Jacobian det (dxa/atj) is a product of linear forms in F,[t,, . . ., t.]. 
Proof. If the Jacobian is zero, there is nothing to prove. If not, we can assume by 
Proposition Al that the action of W on F,” is the mod p reduction of an action on Q Z,^, and 
hence on &“. Let Xi, Ti denote variables with mod p reductions xi and ti. Then det (aXi/aTj) = 
det (dx,/dt,) mod p. But det (aX,/aTi) is a product of forms in Qp[T,, . . ., T,]. By Gauss’s lemma, 
it is a product of forms in Z,‘[T,, . . ., T,]. Hence its reduction factors into linear forms over 
F,[t,, . . ., 1,l. 
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PROPOSITION A3. Let (W. p) be a finite rejection group on V, a vector space ocer F,. Assume 
that p is prime to the order of Wand that V is nor the union of the reflecting hyperplanes for W. 
Then there exists a in V such that wcy = IY if and only if II’ is the identity element of W. 
Proof. By Propositions Al and A2, the reflecting hyperplanes in V are mod p reductions of 
reflecting hyperplanes in @Z,* for the lifted action. Now in char 0, it is known that W acts n 
freely on elements not in the reflecting hyperplanes. Let c in @ Z,^ be any lift of an element a 
n 
of V not in the reflecting hyperplanes. Suppose that n’a = a. Then )c’c = c + prr. Averaging over 
the subgroup generated by H’ in W, we obtain an element c’ which is invariant under )t’, and has 
a as its mod p reduction. Since v = u’+pu’, c’ is not in any of the Z,^ reflecting hyperplanes. 
Therefore, )v is the identity element in W, by the char 0 theorem. 
Remark. If ( W, p) is a reflection group on V, there is an induced reflection group ( W, p*-‘) 
on the dual space V*. If dual bases are chosen for V and V*, then the reflecting hyperplanes 
for the two actions are defined by dual linear forms. 
NOTATIOX ZLYD CONVENTIONS 
Notation 0.1. Z = integers, Q = the rationals, R = any subring of Q in which only finitely 
many primes are invertible, F, = the finite field with p elements, ZP,= the localization of Z at 
some set of primes P’, Z,Y = the p-adic integers, and Q; = the field of p-adic numbers. We will 
assume that p is an odd prime in this paper. 
Conrention 0.2. All spaces considered are CW-spaces, i.e. of the homotopy type of a 
CW-complex. The spaces considered have nondegenerate basepoints, and all maps and 
homotopies are required to preserve the basepoints. 
Convention 0.3. All spaces X considered in this paper are of finite type in that there exists a 
subring S of Q such the homotopy groups of X are finitely generated S modules. 
Notation 0.4. Sz, is the modp Steenrod algebra, and 9” is the subalgebra of reduced 
powers. The “p” may be omitted if it is clear. The action of 53 in 53 is not assumed to satisfy 
the Adem relations or the unstable conditions. 
Notation 0.5. If X is a nilpotent CW-space, and P’ a family of primes, XP. denotes the 
Z,,-localization of X. If N# 0 is an integer, XliN denotes the localization of X at ZI,N, the 
integers with N inverted. 
Convention 0.6. Indeterminates of grading 2 will be denoted by the symbols “ti” or “T”. 
The symbols “xi” will denote indeterminants of grading 2ni. If R is a ring, R[x,, . . .,x.1 will 
denote the graded polynomial algebra on the indeterminants xi. R[(] will denote the algebra of 
formal power series over R. 
Remark 0.7. If A and B are integral domains with fields of fractions K and L respectively, 
we say that an integral extension A ( B is Galois if the induced extension K C, L is Galois 
(i.e. separable and normal). If A and B are integrally closed in K and L respectively, and G is 
the Galois group of L/K, then A = BG, the fixed subalgebra. If A is not integrally closed, BG 
will in general be larger than A. A general reference for integral extensions is Lang[l4], Chap. 
IX. 
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